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The behaviour of vertical commercial propane jet fires (flame lengths of up to 8 m) was studied exper-
imentally. The temperatures along the jet fire centreline were measured using a set of thermocouples
and the flame contour was determined from infra-red (IR) images. The results show that temperature
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increases from the bottom of the flame, reaches a maximum value and decreases again at the top zone.
A second-degree polynomial expression describes fairly well the variation of temperature as a function
of the position on the flame centreline. The temperature along the centreline was found to increase for Q
values lower than 7 MW and to decrease at higher values.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Fires are the most frequent major accidents that occur in pro-
ess and storage plants and during the transportation of hazardous
aterials. The ratio between occurrence of fires, explosions and

oxic clouds in these accident scenarios is approximately 10:6:1
1]. Although the adverse effects of fires are usually confined to

smaller area than in the case of explosions and toxic releases,
he affected area often contains other equipment that can be seri-
usly damaged by the thermal flux [2–4] which creates a domino
ffect.

A jet fire is a specific type of fire that occurs when a high-
elocity leak of gas or two-phase flow is ignited. Jet fires can occur
hen a pipe is broken, when a hole forms in a tank, when gas

eaks from a flange, or when a safety valve is opened. Although
ost jet fires are caused by LPG leakage, they have also occurred
ith different hydrocarbons depending on the process condi-

ions.
Jet fires are generally smaller than other types of fires in accident

cenarios, but they often produce very high heat fluxes, particularly
f the flames reach surrounding equipment. Consequently, jet fires
an cause catastrophic failures in a very short period of time. In

ome cases, serious explosions have occurred only 70 s after a jet
re reached a tank. A recent study by Gómez-Mares et al. [5] reports

hat approximately 50% of the recorded cases of jet fires are fol-
owed by additional severe events. This is an extremely important

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 934016675; fax: +34 934017150.
E-mail address: m.gomez.mares@upc.edu (M. Gómez-Mares).

304-3894/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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factor because it means that the scale of an accident may increase
considerably when a jet fire occurs.

This type of fire has not been researched in detail, especially
in regards to the temperature fields, and most predictions of the
effects of jet fires have been derived from flares or horizontal jet
flames [3,4]. Various authors have analysed the shapes and sizes
of jet fires [6–8], and some research into their thermal character-
istics has been performed (some examples are [6–11]). However,
some of these studies have been performed with subsonic jets,
whereas most accidental jet fires are sonic. There is particularly
scarce information on specific aspects such as temperature distri-
bution [6–11]. This is probably due to the difficulties associated to
such type of measurements. Furthermore, the experimental data
available on this subject are mainly taken from small-scale jet
flames analysed in laboratory conditions, and the extrapolation to
large-scale real jet fires probably implies a significant degree of
error.

In this paper, experimental data for large vertical sonic jet fires
(flame lengths of up to 9 m) are presented and an expression for
predicting the axial fire temperature is formulated.

The knowledge of the temperature variation can be useful for
a better prediction of the thermal radiation intensity from a jet
fire. Usually this is done by applying the solid flame model and
assuming a constant value of the emissive power (which is a func-
tion of temperature) over the whole jet fire. However, the emissive

power is not constant and varies with the flame length. Therefore,
a multiple zone (for example, a three-zone) model would improve
the thermal radiation prediction, especially for short distances
(where significant fire effects exist). Furthermore, the availabil-
ity of experimental data from large-scale jet fires is essential

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043894
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jhazmat
mailto:m.gomez.mares@upc.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jhazmat.2009.06.136
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Nomenclature

a coefficient in Eq. (2)
A coefficient in Eq. (3)
b coefficient in Eq. (2)
B coefficient in Eq. (3)
c coefficient in Eq. (2)
C coefficient in Eq. (3)
d jet outlet diameter (m)
L visible flame length (lift-off length not included) (m)
m fuel mass flow rate (kg s−1)
p percentage of axial position, z/L
P0 atmospheric pressure (bar)
Pin pressure inside the tank or pipeline (bar)
Q nominal heat release rate (MW)
R2 or SQR, coefficient of determination
t time (s)
T flame temperature (K)
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z distance from the thermocouple location to the bot-
tom of the flame (m)

or the validation of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) mod-
lling.

. Previous work

Little research has been carried out into the temperature dis-
ribution in jet fire flames, and available data do not identify clear
atterns. Some measurements are reported but no equations are
stablished for predicting the temperature, with the exception of
he McCaffrey equation [7]. This scarcity of data can be attributed
o the fact that it is difficult to measure the temperatures in large-
cale jet flames. Jet fires are highly turbulent, so the shape and
tructure of the flame can vary very quickly and the inertia and
esponse velocity of the thermocouples can mask the real temper-
ture variation. In addition, prevailing weather conditions affect the
omposition of the oxygen/fuel mixture and the position and shape
f the flame. Consequently, the data obtained by the thermocouples
re often scattered [6,7,10].

The literature contains generally average flame temperatures
nd some average maximum temperatures, which were generally
easured at the jet centreline [6–8,10,11]. However, the tempera-

ure of a jet fire changes considerably according to the position at
hich measurements are taken.

Most of these data were recorded for small size jet fires or sub-
onic flames [7,8,10,11]. However, the exit velocity is sonic in most
eal jet fires; for most gases, sonic velocity is reached at the ves-
el/pipe outlet when Pin/P0 > 1.9, and this condition is met by many
torage tanks and pipes.

Brzustowski et al. [10] studied laboratory-scale propane flares
ffected by a crosswind. They measured the temperature of the
ame centreline. The presentation of the results was complex; the
uthors plotted transverse and horizontal temperature profiles. The
aximum temperature was approximately 1500 K.

Becker and Yamazaki [11] measured the maximum average
ame centreline temperature of small-scale (L < 2.5 m) propane jet
ames (approximately 1700 K, located in an axial position at 60%
f the flame length). Several plots were shown: temperature pro-
les at various relative axial positions, and mean temperatures as a
unction of axial and radial positions.
Sonju and Hustad [6] studied the average temperature of

ethane and propane jet flames, but they did not indicate the exact
easurement position. For small-scale methane flames (L < 1 m)

hey provided a temperature contour plot that showed a mean cen-
Fig. 1. Experimental set-up.

treline temperature of 1820 K, and for small-scale propane flames
they gave a maximum temperature of 1570 K. For large-scale flames
they measured the maximum average centreline temperatures for
propane (1070–1470 K) and methane (1270–1420 K).

Pfenning [9] published a detailed study of large-scale natural
gas flames (flame length of 20 m). He found that the maximum
temperature for this type of jet flame was approximately 1250 K,
measured at the centre of the flame. A couple of years later, Gore
et al. [12] analysed these data providing temperature profiles for
some vertical natural gas diffusion flames.

McCaffrey [7] conducted experiments with methane flames
(flame length up to 7 m). He found that the average maximum cen-
treline temperature for this type of flame was approximately 1220 K
and that the value was recorded between 20% and 60% of the flame
length (measured from the bottom). He also obtained a tempera-
ture correlation as a function of the heat release, over a given range
of values of mass flow rate, observing an increasing trend of T as a
function of Q.

More recently, Santos and Costa [8] studied the maximum aver-
age temperature of small propane and ethylene vertical jet flames
(flame length of 1.6 m). The maximum average temperatures ranged
between 1300 and 1500 K for the propane flames and between 1500
and 1700 K for ethylene.

2.1. Experimental set-up

The experimental facility used in this study was built at the
Can Padró Safety Training Centre located near Barcelona, Spain. A
schematic representation of the field test apparatus is shown in
Fig. 1. The facility consisted of a set of pipes which produced vertical

jet fires with sonic and subsonic exit velocities (Fig. 2).

The gas pipe outlet had a removable cap, which was used to
adjust the outlet diameter. Five diameters were used: 12.75, 15, 20,
25.5, and 30 mm. The burner exit was directed vertically upward
at a height of 0.5 m above the ground. Pressure measurements
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and 305 K, and relative humidity between 45% and 53%. The exper-
iments were carried out in calm (no wind) conditions. The nozzle
ig. 2. A vertical jet of propane (sonic flow). The contour of the flame has been
ndicated.

ere taken at the gas outlet to calculate the mass flow rate (m).
he stagnation pressure varied in the different tests, and there-
ore the density of the released gas changed correspondingly. Thus,
lthough the linear velocity was constant and equal to the sonic
elocity, the mass flow rate changed. The fuel (commercial propane)
as contained in a pressurised tank (4 m3). The liquid propane was

aporized as it flowed through the pipe.
The propane pressure (Pin) was measured at a point located 5 cm

pstream of the release point using an electronic pressure trans-
itter. The value recorded was taken as the upstream stagnation

ressure of the flow.
In this study, an AGEMA 570 infrared thermographic camera

ocated orthogonally to the flame was used to determine the main
eometric parameters of the jet (due to the fact that the flame can
e transparent sometimes, it can be impossible or very difficult to
nalyse it with a common video camera). This type of camera has
focal plane array (FPA) detector of 320 × 240 pixels, which is sen-

itive to radiation at a certain wavelength. The spectral range of
he model used in this study was 7.5–13 �m, and the field of vision
as 24◦ × 18◦. Although the IR measurements can be used to com-

ute the flame temperatures, these data will not be analysed in this
aper; however, these images were used to determine the flame

ength.
dous Materials 172 (2009) 54–60

Type B (Pt 30% Rh/Pt 6% Rh) and S (Pt 13% Rh/Pt) uncoated ther-
mocouples (0.35 mm diameter) were used to measure the axial
temperature distribution of the flames because they are able to
detect higher temperatures than thermocouples with a different
metal couple. The error of the type B thermocouples was 0.5 over
1070 K and for the type S thermocouple, 1.5 K, according to the data
provided by the supplier (the equipment calibration was carried
out by the company which sold the instruments). The four thermo-
couples were arranged on a mast at 1.8, 2.6, 3.6 and 4.5 m from the
floor, as shown in Fig. 1. This distribution was chosen in an attempt
to cover all the flame regions, taking into account the lift-off of the
flame. An additional thermocouple was also placed at the jet outlet.
The appropriate thermodynamic relationships were applied to cal-
culate the fluid velocity at the outlet. No correction for the radiation
error was applied; however, taking into account the location of the
thermocouples (inside the jet fire) the error should be negligible
[13,14].

A GroWeather meteorological station console was used to pro-
vide continuous measurements of the ambient temperature, the
relative humidity and the wind direction and velocity. These vari-
ables may directly or indirectly affect both the jet flame and the
measurement instruments. A FieldPoint module was used for data
acquisition. It consisted of a FP-1001 communication module (RS-
485, 115 kbs−1), three FP-TB-1 connection terminals and three
input/output (I/O) modules. An RS-485 communication port was
used to connect the I/O modules to the FP-1001 module, which was
connected to the computer and the power supply.

The FP-TB-1 terminal connection bases were used to support the
I/O modules. They guaranteed a constant power supply and served
as an internal communication system between the I/O and FP-1001
modules.

Two of the I/O modules were FP-TC-120 modules. The ther-
mocouples were connected to one of these modules and the
measurements were stored by the computer. The other I/O mod-
ule was of type FP-AI-110 and was used to collect the information
generated by the pressure transmitter.

Two laptops were used to collect the data from the different sen-
sors and to control the operation of the measurement devices. They
were connected to the IR camera, the meteorological station and the
FieldPoint module, and were linked via a network to synchronize
the data acquisition.

The FireAll software [15] created at CERTEC to manage the oper-
ation of the devices used in experiments was installed on the
computers. It was used to synchronize the point at which the com-
puters start to record measurements, and made the data easier to
analyse by generating separate files for each experiment and syn-
chronizing the measurements.

2.2. Test conditions

A total of twenty experiments were carried out, of which only
the momentum dominated sonic gas flames were selected and anal-
ysed. The procedure consisted of opening a valve which allowed the
propane flow through the pipeline. The propane, contained in the
pressurized tank, was vaporized as it flowed through the pipe up
to the outlet. Downstream the gas outlet, an ignition source ignited
the gas jet. The duration of each experiment was variable, depend-
ing on the time required by the flame to reach the steady state,
but the duration of each trial was between 1 and 5 min, covering a
wide range of mass flow rates. The instruments provided four mea-
surements per second. Ambient temperature ranged between 300
exit Reynolds number ranged between 8 × 105 and 3 × 106, which
means that all the flames were on the turbulent regime. The Froude
number was always greater than 2.4 × 105. Information regarding
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pattern of the temperature variation is clear.
Fig. 3. A sequence of jet fire IR images.

eometric parameters of the flame (i.e. flame length and lift-off)
an be found in another paper [16]. As a reference, the length for
ames from 2.7 to 7.4 MW ranged between 3 and 5 m; from 7.8

o 13.8 MW, 3 m ≤ L ≤ 7 m and from 14.7 to 19.7 MW, 4 m ≤ L ≤ 8 m.
he lift-off height for all the flames analysed in this paper ranged
etween 0.65 and 1 m.

. Flame temperature as a function of axial position

A set of vertical propane jet flame experiments was analysed to
etermine the temperature variation as a function of the axial posi-
ion. A wide range of jet flame sizes (not including the lift-off height)
ere considered (from 3 to 8 m). The propane mass flow rate ranged
etween 0.06 and 0.43 kg/s or, expressed as a function of the theo-
etical heat released rate Q, from 3 to 19.7 MW. The flame length was

easured by analysing the IR images, which showed clearly (see
ig. 3) the boundaries of the flame. The IR video was analysed frame
dous Materials 172 (2009) 54–60 57

by frame (4 frames per second), and for each frame the distance in
pixels between the bottom and the tip of the flame was determined
and after converted to meters, using reference distances such as the
distance between thermocouples. The flame boundaries (bottom
and tip) were determined assuming that the flame has tempera-
tures higher than 800 K (threshold). Note that the bottom of the
flame is just above the end of the lift-off. Regions with lower tem-
perature were considered as hot gases. More than 900 images were
analysed. IR images were used instead of the images filmed by the
video camera because sometimes the flame is outside the visible
spectrum range, as can be observed in Fig. 2. The jet flame length
was proportional to the mass flow rate, so higher mass flow rates
produced longer flames.

The temperature profile of sonic vertical jet flames was obtained
by analysing the temperatures measured by the thermocouples.
Although other measurement techniques exist (as, for example,
optical measurement [17] or IR images [15]), in this study only the
thermocouples measurements were considered. Future work will
be carried out to analyse the IR images considering them as a source
for getting temperature and radiation zones.

The first step consisted in determining the exact position of each
thermocouple in the flame at each instant. This is a difficult task due
to the turbulence and the continuous variation in flame size. The IR
video was broken down again frame by frame (4 fps) and the posi-
tion of each thermocouple relative to the flame was determined
and associated to the corresponding temperature at that instant.
As the position of the flame (bottom of the flame) changed, it was
necessary to determine the exact relative position of each thermo-
couple for each image. The axial position of the thermocouples was
considered as a percentage and was obtained by dividing z, the
distance between the location of the thermocouple and the bot-
tom of the flame, by L, the radiant flame length (not including the
lift-off height). The axial position p = 0% was taken to be the base
of the flame, and the axial position p = 100% the flame tip. When
plotted against the temperature, this parameter, p, gives a good pic-
ture of how the temperature varies with flame axial position, much
clearly than if z/d was used. To completely define the flame position
with respect to the release point, the lift-off distance is required;
expressions to estimate it can be found in [16].

The fuel mass flow rate m as well as the nominal heat release
rate Q were also calculated for each instant. Only images of jet fires
with a sonic outlet velocity were considered.

The data were analysed for each Q and it was generally found
that the flame can be divided into three regions according to tem-
perature behaviour.

In Region I (p < 40%) the temperature increased with the axial
position reaching values of approximately 1800 K. In Region II (40
≤ p ≤ 70%), the temperature profile showed a smooth variation:
the average value of T remained close to 1800 K and the maximum
temperatures were found (up to 1900 K in some cases). Finally, in
Region III (p > 70%) the temperature began to decrease, although
higher temperatures were recorded at the tip of the flame than at
its bottom. Of course, the temperatures found are always lower than
the adiabatic temperature of a propane flame (2470 K) [18].

Fig. 4 shows the plot of a typical case in which this behaviour
is observed, where d = 12.75 mm and the flame length is 4.2 m. The
temperatures at the base of the flame are approximately 1300 K,
reaching a maximum of 1900 K at approximately p = 60% and then
decreasing to 1700 K near to the flame tip. The scattering of the
experimental data is relatively large due to the turbulence and the
aforementioned measurement difficulties. However, the general
This behaviour can be accounted for by the air/fuel mixture and
the heat balance. In Region I, the mixing of air and fuel is start-
ing and therefore the oxygen/fuel mixture is still poor in oxygen;
thus, the burning velocity is relatively low over this region and
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Table 1
Constants for Eq. (2).

Q (MW) a b c

3.0 935 25.8 0.19
3.5 1100 21.6 0.17
5.1 1385 15.3 0.14
ig. 4. Temperature variation as a function of the axial position in the flame
Q = 6.4 MW, d = 12.75 mm).

he temperatures reached are lower than those found in Region
I, where there is a better combustion. In addition, the gas entering
he region is cold so the temperatures are relatively low. In Region
I the conditions are much more favourable: the gas entering the
egion is hot (except for the air entrained through the flame con-
our) and the ratio oxygen/fuel is close to the stoichiometric value
a high dilution of propane is required to reach a flammable mix-
ure: LFL = 2.1%, UFL = 9.5% vol), so higher temperatures are reached.
inally, in Region III a significant amount of the fuel has already been
onsumed, so the amount of heat released is lower and fresh air con-
inues to enter the jet, which causes the temperature to decrease
gain.

We tried to define an empirical expression for predicting this
entreline temperature profile. A range of expressions were tested,
ncluding polynomial equations of several degrees, lineal, exponen-
ial and logarithmic expressions. The best agreement was found
ith a second-degree polynomial, which had the highest R2 and

ives the temperature at each point as a function of the axial posi-
ion on the flame centreline, as shown below:

= a + bp − cp2 (1)

he agreement between the experimental data and this expression
an be seen in Fig. 4. The plotted line represents the best polynomial
egression found. As can be observed, although there is a certain
egree of scattering (R2 = 0.8), the experimental data correlate well
ith the following expression:

= 1190 + 21.2p − 0.18p2 (2)

here T is the temperature in K and p is the axial position expressed

s a percentage.

Fig. 5 shows polynomial curves for the temperature correlation
or a set of jet fires with Q ranging from 3 to 6.4 MW. As can be
een, all cases follow the general equation (1) and a, b and c are
he corresponding constants for each Q (Table 1). In all cases, the

ig. 5. Temperature variation (Eq. (1)) as a function of the axial position (d = 12.75
nd 15 mm).
5.5 1290 18.5 0.16
6.4 1190 21.2 0.18
3.0–6.4 1270 17.4 0.14
8.5–9.6 980 29.1 0.27

maximum temperatures were recorded above the central part of the
flame, at 60% < p < 70%, and reached values of approximately 1800 K.
At the bottom of the flame the temperature increases continuously
with height, because the oxygen/fuel mixture is improving as the
axial distance from the exit orifice increases. At the central part
of the flame, the oxygen/fuel mixture balance is the best one, and
the highest temperatures are reached. Over the last part of the
flame, the quality of the combustion starts to decrease because
the mixture becomes poor in fuel and, as a result, the tempera-
ture decreases. The variation between the correlation lines can be
due to the data scattering, but the trend remains clear; R2 ranged
between 0.7 and 0.9, which is a very good approximation to the
experimental behaviour.

An acceptable general equation for this range of fuel mass flow
rates can be obtained using the following values: a = 1269, b = 17
and c = 0.14, with a value of R2 = 0.6.

4. Flame temperature as a function of the nominal heat
release rate Q

The influence of the nominal heat release rate Q on the centreline
temperatures was also analysed. In the lower region of the flames
(0% < p < 40%) the temperature at a given point increased with Q
and reached a maximum value, after which it decreased again as
Q increased. The same behaviour – although with a smaller varia-
tion – was observed in the upper region (70% < p < 100%). However,
in the region at which the maximum temperature was reached
(60% < p < 70%) the variation between the different lines was very
small or even null, i.e. the maximum temperature reached along
the jet fire centreline was essentially the same at the diverse Q
(Fig. 6), even though the different values of Q produced different
flame sizes.

Fig. 6 shows the behaviour in the region in which the maxi-
mum temperatures were reached for some Q values (between 3
and 6.4 MW). The temperature over the range 60% < p < 70% of the

centreline is essentially constant at all values of Q (i.e. for all flame
lengths considered).

Fig. 7 shows a plot of a set of experimental values corresponding
to different flame centreline locations and jet outlet orifice diame-
ters. Although a considerable degree of scattering is observed, the

Fig. 6. T variation as a function of Q on Region II, for 3 ≤ Q ≤ 6.4 MW.
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Table 2
Constants for Eq. (3).

Axial position range (%) A B C

15–25% 1330 71.4 4.6
25–35% 1500 41.9 2.7
45–55% 1575 53.2 3.7
40–60% 1650 36.3 3.0

axial temperature propane flame behaviour (momentum domi-
Fig. 7. Jet fire temperature as a function of the axial position and Q.

eneral trend of these data is quite consistent. It should be noted
hat the Froude number, a dimensionless group used sometimes
hen plotting jet fires experimental results, cannot be used here,

s all data were obtained at sonic values. This figure shows clearly
hat the jet outlet diameter has no influence on the temperature
ehaviour.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, the temperature at a given location
p) increased with Q (i.e with the flame length), reached a maxi-

um and decreased significantly at higher values of Q. The highest
emperatures were recorded in the middle values of Q. The lowest
emperatures were always measured at the highest Q values. This

ay be due to an excess of fuel in the fuel/air mixture, which led to
oor combustion.

This trend is similar to that shown by the results published by
cCaffrey [7] with natural gas, who found an increasing trend of T

s a function of Q. However, the experimental results of this author
ere restricted to the lower range of values covered in this paper

this behaviour corresponds to the lowest values of Q in Fig. 7); this
s why he did not realize that at higher values of Q the temperature
ecreases.
The behaviour shown in Fig. 7 is similar to that of the data
btained for natural gas by Gore et al. [12], who used larger exit
iameters (76–102 mm). The temperature variations at different
alues of Q can also be described using a second-degree polynomial
Fig. 8. Temperature variation correlations as a function of Q.

with the following general form:

T = A + BQ − CQ 2 (3)

where T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, and A, B and C are
the corresponding coefficients for each axial position range. Table 2
shows the coefficients for some axial position ranges.

The prediction from Eq. (3) is plotted in Fig. 8 for each flame
region. Despite the data scattering mentioned above, the predicted
trend is acceptable for the range of Q analysed here, jet fire centre-
line positions and outlet diameters.

5. Conclusions

It is rather difficult to measure the flame temperature in a
large jet fire due to the turbulence and movement of the flames.
These characteristics produce a significant scattering of the exper-
imental data, although the results obtained can be considered to
be representative of large sonic propane jet fires, as they were
quite reproducible (although they were derived from a set of
experiments carried out during different days, the trends in the
thermal behaviour of the fire were consistent and clear). The
behaviour of jet fires involving other fuels should be similar to
that observed with propane, as can be seen from the McCaffrey’s
work with natural gas jet fires; however, this should be further
studied.

The results obtained for large vertical jet fires (flame lengths
up to 8 m), corresponding to sonic jet releases of propane,
show that the centreline temperature varies considerably. Three
regions were identified: (a) over Region I (p < 40%), the tem-
perature increased with the axial position; (b) over Region II
(40% < p < 70%), the temperature varied smoothly and reached
its maximum values, with an average value of approximately
1800 K and maximum values of 1900 K; and (c) over Region III
(p > 70%), the temperature decreased, and the values measured at
the tip of the flame were considerably higher than those mea-
sured at the bottom. Thus, the results offer a good picture of the
nated).
This behaviour can be attributed to the following two factors: the

improvement in fuel/air mixing along the jet fire, with a relatively
low concentration of oxygen in Region I and a much better ratio in
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When propane is used, the temperature variation as a function
f the position on the flame centreline can be predicted accurately
sing a polynomial expression (Eq. (1)).

The jet fire length increased with Q. However, the maximum
entreline temperatures reached (∼1900 K, which corresponds
pproximately to the 60% < p < 70% region) were almost identical
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